Introduction
Korea's reluctant opening of its ports in 1876 to Japan subsequently set a pattern of unequal treaty relationships between Korea and Western powers. As a response to the growing presence of Western powers and Japan, Kojong implemented various political, social, and economic measures to modernize the state. This included a rearrangement of state rituals in accordance with Kojong's reformative strategy. The arrangement of state rituals was required for consolidating the order of the state and the royal family. Thus, Kojong required rearranging state rituals in accordance with his accession as the Emperor and the subsequent establishment of the Korean Empire. (where Western style banquets were held), became the hub of diplomacy. Thus, Kojong's government required modification of the traditional way of receiving envoys in accordance with Western manners which followed with Western style banquets. 4 This Western style banquet was managed by the Foreign Ministry Office, including the management of appropriate tableware. 5 However, by the end of the 19 th century, the Chosŏn royal kiln faced the inevitable fate of privatization 6 and limited financial support failed to produce good quality wares. Besides, mass-produced cheap Japanese porcelain dominated the domestic market. 7 Moreover, the Korean government was going through an reformative era. Kojong's efforts to modernize the nation are demonstrated in the importation and usage of European porcelain at the Western style banquet. In such banquets, both tableware and food were Western style. The tableware, tea and coffee ware and toiletries were imported in sets from France, Britain and Germany. 67 Hence, Kojong's declaring himself as the Kwangmu Emperor in 1897 and initiating the modernization strategy is reflected in the adaptation of Western style banquets with imported European tableware. While the achievement of Kojong's reform and the legitimacy of the state have been questioned by current scholarship, I argue that imported European porceporcelain and its usage demonstrates Kojong's attempt to legitimize Korea as a modern state like advanced Western powers. As he also invited foreign figures to formulate foreign policy, 8 his effort to find a national identity by incorporating Western style banquets is demonstrated through the usage of imported porcelain. Regardless of its significance, within the field of modern Korean art history, the study of imported porcelain has been overlooked. Perhaps this was because imported porcelain was considered as lacking in aesthetic value, mass produced industrial wares as they were. Researchers were probably also hindered by scarce resources. Fairly recently, however, the topic has started to draw attention among art history scholars on related subjects. 9 But such previous studies were limited to French-Korean relations or focused on the armorial crest of the Korean Empire applied on crafts produced during the Korean Empire period. Furthermore, the general museum catalogues 10 , published by the National Palace Museum of Korea (hereafter, NPMK), only serves to show the lack of scholarship with its inaccurate information that leaves a great deal to be revised. In addition, the artifact search device of the NPMK website offers the same information as the first catalogue. Thus, the primary goal of this research is to shed light on an overlooked field of Korean modern history by establishing the foundation of the European porcelain collection and providing revisions of misread porcelain marks as well as the information on manufacturers and purpose of production.
This article will examine the thirty-two pieces of European porcelain at the NPMK and each object is analyzed in terms of stylistic features, 9 In the past few years, the research about the ceramic cultural exchange between Korea and France, Sŭnghŭi production technology and periodization with marks as shown in Table 1 . This data has been collected through an examination of primary sources, a close observation of the objects with several handling sections at the NPMK. The handling section was an essential part of this research, as a principal part consists of revision of the misread marks, manufactures and usage. Ultimately, identified features of the imported porcelain will broaden the perspective in understanding Kojong's modernization strategy within the context of holding Western style banquets.
European Porcelain at the Western Style Royal Banquets
The usage of European porcelain in Western style banquets is well demonstrated in the two rare paintings, the Banquet Celebrating the Korea-Japan Trade Treaty, an 1883 ( In previous studies of the Banquet painting of 1883, Chu demonstrated good insights about the seating orders of the participants and the specific list of food that may have been served. In the brief description of the tablewares that he described was a white porcelain teapot and Punch'ŏng ware hexagonal bowl with a cover. 12 However, the Punch'ŏng ware is less likely to be used on this treaty table, considering the production of 11 Yŏngha Chu, "Shikt'ak' wiŭi gŭndae: 1883 choilt'ongsangjoyak' ginyŏm yŏn-hoedorŭl t'onghaesŏ" (Modernism on the the time, though it may have been brassware or other metal ware used together with imported porcelain from Japan, France and Britain. The other banquet painting of 1888 depicting the banquet at Cho Pyŏngsik's House seems a more casual setting with one person in the lower right corner of the painting using chopsticks. The huge flower vase on the center of the table is a Western style table setting whereas the banquet painting of 1883 is more reserved. The white porcelain plates and glass goblets in various shapes and silverware are presumably imported from Europe and Japan.
This tableware for the banquet may have been managed and lent by the Oebu (外部, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs). As Lee has discussed in 'Taehanjaeguk' Gŭndaeshik' Yŏnhŭi' article, 13 came a German citizen. When she came to Korea, she was thirty-two and she could speak four languages: English, German, French and Russian. Since the United States-Korea Treaty of 1882, with the increase in number of foreign diplomats, the Korean government sought after a person proficient in many languages. 15 Accordingly, Waeber recommended Sontag and she started to work at the Korean Household Department. She successfully managed and arranged all the banquets for both domestic and foreign officials held at the court with her French cuisine. 16 As is also mentioned in Sadao's book, 17 18 According to the Mutel Diary, Sontag also was in charge of arrangement of the banquet for the King's birthday. 19 As such Sontag established herself in the diplomatic society as an important figure and her hotel was at the center of Chŏngdong Club's social gatherings. Undoubtedly, Miss Sontag played a significant role in distributing and using European porcelain at royal banquets.
Manufactories and Marks of European Porcelain
There are about thirty-two pieces of European Porcelain (Table 1) in the collection of the National Palace Museum of Korea. These wares were manufactured from three different countries, France, Britain and Germany, and imported to be used at the Chosŏn royal court throughout the open port period. (Table 3) Among the European porcelain in the collection at the National Palace Museum of Korea are various kinds of tableware and teaware that are manufactured in France such as Pillivuyt, Limoges and Gien.
Porcelain Manufactured in France

Pillivuyt
There are five pieces, one teapot (Figure 1 This armorial crest indicates that these tableware were specially commissioned for the royal court. This kind of table service could be ordered with any number of pieces and varied according the client's needs. For royal households these were usually extensive and may well have had extra or specially commissioned pieces added to the order.
According to the Pillivuyt catalogue, the factory developed its own porcelain compound on-site at the factory. Porcelain compound is hard paste obtained from blend of kaolin, clay, feldspar and quartz. 20 The abundant source of kaolin deposit which is the core part of consistent production is evident from the chart demonstrating the ceramic industry in the late 1980s. 21 Thus, these tableware were presumably produced with the kaolin and clay compound found near the factory and fired at high enough temperature to make it durable quality ware. The delicate vine scroll shaped handle and acorn shaped finial would have been made from the molds. These tableware are all marked with the 'CH. PILLIVUYT & CIE PAR-IS EXP. 1900 GRAND PRIX' (in the previous catalogues, the ampersand is between CIE & PARIS) in red, which indicates the company won the prize at the International Exhibition of 1900 and that it has proudly proclaimed that fact on the pieces of their porcelain. These pieces must post-date 1900 and was probably made c. [1900] [1901] [1902] [1903] [1904] [1905] [1906] [1907] [1908] [1909] [1910] [1911] [1912] [1913] [1914] . Getting more precise dating for the production of these wares is possible through the examination of the plum blossom, the armorial crest on the tureens and plate. There is a form and style of sauce-tureen ( Figure 33 ) from Noritake manufacture almost identical to that of the Pillivuyt tureen ( Figure 4 ). The blossom marks on both tureens are made in very similar manner, which indicates that they were either produced or imported around the same time. According to the preceding research on the emblem marked on the crafts produced during Korean Empire period, the pattern of the blossom changes over the period. The change has been studied by comparing blossom patterns on the Pillivuyt ( Figure 34 ) and the Noritake (Figure 35 ) porcelain. The blossom mark on the earlier Noritake porcelain is similar with Pillivuyt piece which has blossoms with even length of stamen in radial form 22 Noritake tureen with the same Pillivuyt mark has the production mark ( Figure 36 ) of 'RC/Balance symbol/Nippon Toki Kaisha' in green which indicates the production date is 1912. 23 Thus, under the premise that the emblem mark is not a later addi-tion, the Pillivuyt table wares 
Limoges
There are three pieces of tableware with the mark of Limoges, one sauce tureen ( Figure 6 ) and two double-lipped sauce boats (Figure 7, 8) with printed floral decoration. In the museum catalogue 24 and website 25 these objects are labeled as soup tureen and bowl. It is proper to revise as sauce tureen and sauce boat. Also from the catalogue the mark on the tureen is 'FRANDE SIMOGES' and on the sauce boat is 'OSBORNE' with a castle mark. However, after examining the pieces, it is clear this was misread and recorded. Both a tureen and a sauce boat were marked as 'FRANCE AD LIMOGES' ( Figure 40 ). Thus, these tableware are produced in Limoges, the center of porcelain production in France. From the decoration of the piece these are circa 1900-10 and typical of their products with colored enamels. However, the 'AD' mark, which seems to be the maker's initials, cannot be identified, due to the lack of information. As Limoges porcelain designates hard-paste porcelain produced by factories near the city of Limoges, France, beginning in the late 18th century and does not refer to a particular manufacturer, the pieces without a factory mark or an unidentified maker or design styles is very difficult to place. In fact, by 1850, there were more than 30 manufactories operating at Limoges and their history is very complicated, not only because of the large number, but because they also emerged and disappeared depending on political and economic crises. 26 However, the stylistic features can be compared with the other Limoges factories such as Havilland 27 and Royal
Limoges. 28 As Haviland is considered the most famous Limoges brand and Royal Limoges the oldest existing porcelain factory in Limoges, other manufactories at Limoges would have been influenced by both factories.
The museum piece with a swirling wave motif in relief molded body with overglaze printed floral decorations and touch of gilding on the rims is comparable to the typical pieces produced from the both factories of the period.
Gien
In the National Palace Museum, there are three pieces of tableware that can be identified as Gien porcelain; one sauce tureen ( Figure 9 ), one serving bowl with cover ( Figure 10 ) and one round platter ( Figure 11 ). The catalogue does not provide enough information about these wares but the round platter is marked with 'FAINENCERIE DE CIEN' which suggests From 1930 the marking procedure was changed: one letter of the alphabet would indicate two years, a second letter would indicate the month when the piece was manufactured (A for January, B for February, etc.), and sometimes a third letter would identify the craftsman. 29 Thus, according to the Gien trade mark catalogue, the sauce tureen with the castle mark could be matched with the mark which was used from 1886 to 1938. However, the detailed outline is more closer to the export mark. Thus, the sauce tureen would be for export in the final quarter of the 19th century. As it is seen from the mark, 'PORCELAINE OPAQUE' also indicats it is faience, a type of earthenware of high quality, which is made to look like Chinese porcelain with its opaque white glaze. The 'OSBORNE' mark within the banner is a pattern name which corresponds with the decoration motif on the piece. The blue transfer printed floral decoration is distinctively English. Osborne was also the name of Queen Victoria's Osborne House, situated at East Cowes on the Isle of Wight, a former country retreat of Queen Victoria and her consort, Prince Albert.
The mark ( Figure 42 ) on a serving bowl and a round platter matches the trade mark used from 1875 indicating it is faience and commemorat-ing the gold medal from the exhibition. The 'FLEURETTE' is a pattern name as well. The impressed 'EH' mark ( Figure 43 ) on the tureen, according to the date code would be E=May, H=1885(unlikely as it is probably too early) or 1911. And 'CQ' (Figure 43 ) could be either C=March Q= 1895 or 1921.These are less likely after 1930. Certainly Europe was very unstable at the time and there was little export trade as there was in the late 19th century and early 20th century, i.e. from 1880 until the outbreak of WW1 in 1914. The numbers 1 and 7 could indicate the mark of different sizes or forms. (Table 3) The collection of British porcelain at the National Palace Museum of Korea is mostly dinner service and only one toiletry is known. The majority of dinner ware is from Johnson Brothers. There is a sugar bowl from S. Fielding & Co. Two salad bowls, whose the maker is unknown, as well as the chamber pot with the Maple & Co. mark will be discussed in more detail in this section.
Porcelain Manufactured in Britain
Johnson Brothers
There are four pieces of tableware from Johnson Brothers, one tureen ( Figure 12 ), one serving bowl with cover ( Figure 13 ), one tazza ( Figure  14 ) and one oval platter ( Figure 15 ). These tableware, which have been also used as a complete set, are decorated with the simple blue linings decoration are typical Staffordshire ironstone. All of them have mark of 'ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA JOHNSON BROS ENGLAND' (Figure 44) in Green with the British Royal Arms. According to the mark book the factory started in 1883 and the printed or impressed mark 'JOHNSON BROS' was used from 1883 to 1913. Also the 'ENGLAND' added after 1891. 30 The simple blue underglaze hand painted decoration and molded classicizing details are in line with typically well-designed, usable wares produced around the turn of the century. The 'ironstone' is a robust pottery body which is a type of hard white earthenware fired at high temperature to partly vitrify it. It was introduced in England early in the 19 th century by the Staffordshire potters who looked for a substitute for porcelain that could be mass-produced for the cheaper market. The result of their experiments was dense, hard, durable stoneware that came to be known by several names, for example semi-porcelain, opaque porcelain, English porcelain, stone china, new stone-all of which were used to describe essentially the same product. It was patented by Charles James Mason of Lane Delph in Staffordshire in 1813. Mason used a mixture of Cornwall clay, ironstone slag, flint and blue oxide of cobalt to produce a hard, opaque, bluish white pottery that had a smooth, glossy finish after glazing and firing. Therefore, the pieces are more likely to be S. F. & Co. for Fielding's Pottery of Stoke on Trent, in the Staffordshire Potteries. The firm was founded in 1879 and these initials and crown mark was in use from 1891 to 1913. 'Sèvres' is presumably the pattern name which loosely resembles the French style rococo ornament with flowers and scrolls which is also apparent on these wares with curvilinear lines in relief and transfer and enameled decorative combination of flowers. The number '204439' would be the design-registration number which is prefixed by 'Rd' or 'N' from 1884 that according to the Godden's Illustrated Guide book, it is 1892.
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Unknown Maker
There are two salad bowls which does not have a maker's mark. There are wreath decorations in relief on both sides of the interior and gilded along the rims. They may well have been the part of large dinner service. The pieces with no mark is difficult to place, but it could have been made in Britain or possibly France or Germany in the late 19 th or early 20 th century, although I would expect it to be marked, were it English, at least with the 'England' mark which was applied by law from 1891. With regards to the dating, Anton commented that these seem to be earthenware, in other words pottery, probably date from circa 1900-10 and probably Staffordshire. 34 Thus, these earthenware salad bowls are presumably produced at one factory in Staffordshire in the turn of the century and im- ported as a part of large dinner set. 34 Maple & Co.
In the museum catalogue and website, there is a bowl (Figure 20 The Maple & Co. was not a maker of porcelain but was one of the largest and most successful British furniture retailers and cabinet makers in the Victorian and Edwardian periods. 35 Thus, the chamber pot, presuma- 
German Porcelain Manufactories (Table 3)
In the National Palace Museum collection there are toilet sets manufactured from Villeroy & Boch (Table 3) in Germany, which is still in production worldwide. From the existing works, it is assumed that many sets of toiletries were imported as there are several pieces of the same wash basin and wash buckets.
Villeroy & Boch
As is also seen from its production history, Villeroy & Boch was noted for its Mettlach tiles and wash sets. Among the European porcelain collection at the National Palace Museum, the number of toiletries from Germany is comparatively large. In fact, all eleven pieces of toiletries are made from Villeroy & Boch. In the process of handling some of these wares at the museum storage, I encountered several pieces which had never been published. Moreover, considering that there are several identical pieces of the same wash basin, there must have been many sets of these wares ordered together.
The wash pitcher (Figure 22 ), three identical wash basins (Figure 23 ), two identical wash buckets, etc. indicate that at least three wash sets in this blue enamel decoration had been ordered. Furthermore, a chamber pot (Figure 26 ), a foot wash pitcher ( Figure 27 ) and a foot wash basin ( Figure 32 ) in red glaze have not been published before. In fact, the museum catalogue and website have classified these wares as English porcelain. However, the pitcher ( Figure 22 ) and a wash basin (Figure 23) , which are the only two objects on view at the moment, have been revised as being from Germany. Besides, some of these wares have been incor-rectly labeled and this will be discussed in more detail with the sales catalogue of the Mettlach factory.
These wares belonged to a washing or toilet set named 'Weser', the name of a German river, produced during the years about 1890 till the beginning of the 1930s. The material is earthenware and the pattern is hand painted. It was exported to many European countries as well as to the United States, South America, Scandinavia and Australia. 37 As it is seen from the cover of the 1897 sales catalogue of Mettlach factory, 38 all of the Villeroy & Boch pieces in the collection have a matching
Mettlach mark (Figure 47 ) in green. First, the catalogue is in French, Italian and Spanish, which indicates possible export destinations. The catalogue provides images of each piece with the name, size and price per different sizes and decorations on the piece. For example, a wash pitcher of a bigger size (H. 29.5cm, same as the one in museum) with blue or purple enamel gradation and gold decorations is 750 centimes, which would be about 6 euros. Thus, from this sales catalogue, it is possible to know the price value of the wash pitcher of the period and it is possible to picture the entire toilet set which was been imported from Villeroy & Boch. Although there are no brush and soap dish or sponge box remaining in the collection, these items would have been ordered as a set together. It is worth noting that, from the 'goods' section of the catalogue, what has been recorded in the museum catalogue as a kettle should be a wash pitcher or jug (Figure 22) , an ice cube box should be revised as wash bucket ( Figure 28 ) and a punch bowl as a foot wash basin ( Figure 30 ).
As not everyone had piped water in the bathroom in the late 19 th century, many Europeans had a special piece of furniture called a washstand in the bedroom designed to hold a large water jug and washing bowl. When not in use the jug would stand in the bowl as part of the decorative room furnishings. There were sometimes smaller matching pieces for holding 37 
Evaluation and Analysis of the Imported European Porcelain
Based on the analysis of the European porcelain at the National Palace Museum, the wares imported by the Chosŏn royal court had several commonalities. First these were generally mass produced industrial wares, intended for the well situated family in the middle class range market. Second, most of the manufactories were actively involved in export activity and some of the products were intended specifically for the export market, though in terms of manufacturing method, each of the factories was incorporating their highest technology and material to produce light and durable ware to be used in everyday life. Lastly, compared to that of Japanese or Chinese porcelain imported around the same period, the imported porcelain was not of the best quality, targeted for the middle class, mass produced and intended for export market.
The Pillivuyt factory, based right in the heart of France in the Berry region, produced wares with its own porcelain compound on-site at the factory with the highest standards of quality. Figure 16 ) is in identical form and the enamel floral decoration. This comparable example even has the lid similar to the original shape of the lid of the museum piece and is traceable as well as the mark. Also the teapot (Figure 56 ) of the same mark, registration number and Sèvres style of decoration that gives an idea that it has been used together as a tea set with the sugar pot. According to the trade journal article on S. Fielding in 1893, the firm was equipped with the latest machinery: three powerful engines which to grind the own material to save cost of production and five ovens, including several for glazing and seven kilns, the largest in the Potteries. There were four hundred employs including ninety who were skilled decorators. The products they manufactured were earthenware in toilet, dinner and tea wares, jugs, teapots and ornamental goods. There were also show rooms in various countries and goods are exported to the United States and all the British Colonies. Factories were also equipped with special transport facilities such as their own railway siding and adjacent to canals. 41 From this account it is very convincing that such wares of tea sets and toiletries had been imported Korea at the time. Lastly, as it is discussed in the previous section, the Villeroy & Boch collection at the museum corresponded exactly with the 1897 sales catalogue samples of the Mettlach factory. 42 For example, Wash Pitcher and washing sets from mid-19 th century demonstrates the wash set at the museum is typical export ware of the time.
Conclusion
Every piece from France, Britain and Germany was carefully analyzed in terms of type, material, manufacturer, production technology, and periodization by several handling sessions. The examination of works at the NPMK made it possible to identify the manufacturing countries and producers as well as the dating of the pieces. From the analysis it was concluded that tableware from France were mostly white porcelain and faience, from England ironstone and earthenware and from Germany earthenware toiletries. According to the marks, the imported porcelains were all manufactured between 1890 and 1910, which corresponds with the Korean Empire period.
According to careful examination, the European porcelain collection at the NPMK are made of durable and innovative material compounds produced with the best industrial production technology of the time. In other words, it was mass produced targeting the world market. It was in the late 19 th century that the Chosŏn royal kiln was unable to produce for the royal court and mass-produced cheap Japanese porcelain dominated the domestic market. Thus, Kojong's alliance with the West through his reformative movement as a diplomatic decision to modernize the nation is reflected in the rearrangement of state rituals as well as the usage of European porcelain Western style banquets. At such banquets, both tableware and food were in Western. The tableware, tea and coffee ware and toiletries were imported in sets from France, Britain and Germany. This demonstrates that, even in small quantities, the Chosŏn court acted as a consumer in pursuit of constructing a modern state. In this sense, I expect this research to bring a new perspective into interpreting the modern history of Korea by proposing a new methodology which seeks not just to understand history from texts but to start the process from small objects, such as pieces of tableware, to unveil parts of history that may have been missed or overlooked. This microscopic to macroscopic approach of study may extend research further through an unconventional analysis in social, political, economic, and cultural fields of study. 1827: After the French revolution the production was resumed and the number of factories multiplied in the Haute-Vienne (16 factories existed). 1850: Number of factories increased to more than 30.
1851: By this time the objects were marked because of the world exhibitions stimulated competition and development for the factory so that they could be recognized by the thousands of visitors of the exhibitions. Gien, France 1821: The Faiencerie de Gien was founded by an Englishman from Stoke-on-Trent, Thomas Hall. Mr. Hall wanted to introduce fine English earthenware to the French, also known as "faience" in France.
19th century: The company became well-known as the supplier of bespoke dinner services for many aristocratic families across Europe. It has supplied over 2500 families with plates adorned with family crests or monograms. These families continue to reorder customized services for their descendants and are joined by many others now that bespoke is back in fashion. Also won prizes at the Universal Exhibitions in Paris in 1839, 1867 and 1900, year of the Gold Medal.
* Even in the 21st century the Gien pottery is still one of the most important producers of highest quality pottery in France and it is one of the major players on the national and international market. .
Johnson Brothers, Britain 1883: Alfred, Frederick began production at the Charles Street works, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent for the manufacture of durable Earthenware, which they called "White Granite".
1888: At the business began to expand, the elder brother, Henry joined them. In addition to manufacturing well-potted white ware, they began producing under-glaze printed ware, distinguished by lighter weight and a finer finish than was usual at the time. It was durable while it had the thinness and delicacy of porcelain. 1896: A fourth brother, Robert, specialized in marketing and selling, joined the firm and expanded the United States market. 
